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1J181

& Common Uses

Goes beyond being just non-PVC, with a breakthrough
boost in performance. 0utperforms films lJl B0Cv3,

Excellent conformability and lifting resistance on wraps
when usinq a solvent

The classic vehrcle wrap film with the original
3M'' Complf'Adhesive

lndustry standard for vehicle and boat graphics providing

air re ease, snap-up, slideability and removeability,

Used for large wall murals providing easy installation and
reliable adhesion.

Desrgned for use on stainless steel applications,

Value priced solution with Cv3 air release system for
vehicle

0ptical clarity in a printable, durable film

The ultimate in removability. Use this for shortlerm vehicle
wraps when you still need slideability, repositionalrility and

Great conformability and durability on vehicle wrap
windows. Only cast window film on the market.

Designed for use on textured surfaces like brick, industrial
stucco and cinderblock when in(et solvent pri

Create vibrant backlit graphics with this durable
translucent film.

Translucent film designed for LED illuminated signage,
|\laximizes transmission for brighter graphics and eliminates
hot spots.

8548G,8518,

8519,8520,8915,

1920DR,9740i

8548G,
'1920DR,8580

1920DR,8548G,

8518,8519,8520,
8528, 8530, 8908,

8909,8915,9740i

3619,3620, B54BG,

8518,8519,8520,

8528, 8908,

8909, 8914, 8915,

1920DR,8548G,

8518, B5'19,8520,

9740i

8524, B548G

1920DR,3619,

3620, 851 8, 85't 9,

8520, 8908, 8909,

19200R, 3619,

3620,8518, 8519,

8520, 8908, 8909,

8915, 9740i

192008,8518,

8519,8520,8530,
8915.9740i

1920DR,8518,
85'19, 8520, 8908,

8909,8915

1920DR,8518,

8519,8520,8530,
8915.9740i

3619,3620,
8518,8519,8520

| ,,r,uo

8914

Translucent film designed for LED illuminated signage
Maximizes transmission for brighter graphics and
elrminates hot

Reliable permanent cast film for longterm signs
and

Reverse image on this clear film for second
surface

Great for short{erm vehicle graphlcs that demand
and bubbleJree installation,

Great for flat application graphics that require slideability

Environmentally friendly polyolef in f ilm with no
polyvinylchloride or monomeric plasticizers in its
c0nstruction and made with less so{vent in

manufacturing when compared to tradittonal
solvenlbased

The ultimate in removability, Use this film for short{erm

Removable film for general sign applications

Create eye-catching floor graphics with this reliable and
safe floor

This clear floor graphic film allows flexibility for the most

0utstanding image qualrty and durability for aqueous inks, 8519,8520

Applications at a Glance

lqk$we

rJ180C

lJ3552C

1J8171

1J3630-20

1J3730-50 NEW

|J3730-60 NEW

1J3650{0

tJ3650-114

3545C

rJ1 62-10

rJ1 62t 14

Panagraphics lll

* Film U8]50 is on y recommended for use 0n windows for this application
XoTE: RG films are available only with a 3lV Basic Warranty,

.4

3M" Envision'" Print
Wrap Film 480Cv3

3M" ControltaC'Wrap Film with

3M'" ControltaC" Graphic Film with Comply''
Adhesive U]B0C, FN180C and RGlBOC

3M"' Controltac'" Graphic Film with
Comply" v3 Adhesive U1B0Cv3, FN1B0Cv3
and RG lB0Cv3

3M-" ControltaC' Graphic
Film IJlB0 and RGl80

3M-' ControltaC' Graphic
Film lJl81 and RGl8l

3M" Scotchcal" Graphic Film with

3M-" Scotchcal-" Clear View Graphic
Film U8.150

3M''' Controltac''" Changeable Graphic Film
with Comply" Adhesive 1J3552C, FN3552C

3M" Scotchcal" Perforated Window Graphic
1J8171 and RG8l71

3M" Scotchcal'" Graphic Film for Textured

3M'"' Scotchcal-' Transluceni Graphic Film

3lvl" Scotchcal'- Graphic Film 1J3650-114,
FN3650-1 14 and RG3650-114

3M-' ControltaC' Graphic Film with

3M'"' ControltaC- Graphic
Film |J]60 and RGl60

3l\4" ControltaC' Removable Graphic
Film with Comply'"'Adhesive 3545C

3M" Scotchcal" Graphic
Film U3470

1Jl62-114

3M" Panagraphics'" lll Wide Width
Flexible Substrate

tJ160

Wlde width substrate for many types of signs



3M products are designed with our printing partners in mind,
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rJ680

tJ5100R

tJ5100

tJ5000

Leading reflective tilm with slideability, air release

and removability for easier, faster, bubbleJree
installations and removal.

lndustry standard reflective film features
slideab lity and ,nc,eases graphic impressions

2417

Removable reflective graphic film is ideally

suited for cut letters, decals, vehicle markings
and non-

Permanent, engineer grade reflective film designed for
excellent cutting and weeding,

Perfect reflective film choice for short-term messages

N0TE: RG f lms are ava able 0nly w th a 3lV Bas c Warrafty
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8548G NEW
3M" Envision" Gloss Wrap
0verlaminate 8548G

8528
3M'"' Scotchcal-' Gloss
Overlaminate B52B

A highly durable overlaminate. Lasting protection from UV light a-:
acid dew.

8518
3M-'Scotchcal-" Gloss
Overlaminate B51B

Offers high gloss in a highly conformable overlaminate. ldea fcr .=- - .
wraps to achieve the wet paint look,

8519
3M-' Scotchcal-' Luster
Overlaminate 8519

Industry standard Ior a flexible, conformable cast overlaminate

8520
3lvl'" Scotchcal'" Matte
0verlaminate 8520

IMatte finish is perfect for indoor use or to provide a unique look
to vehicle wraps.

8524
3M'" Scotchcal'" Luster
0verlaminate 8524

Designed to protect graphics made with film lJ8624 for
textured surfaces,

8580
3M-' Scotchcal-' Gloss
overlaminate B5B0

Taklng wraps to the next level. Unrivaled conformability and ift n;
resistance with proprietary film technology.

8S14
3M" Scotchcal" 0ptically Clear
overlaminate 89l4

Use on window graphics made with film lJ8171 where optlca c a- ,

is required.

8915
3M" Scotchcal" Ultra-lvlatte
0verlaminate 8915

Provides the ultrmate matte finish

8908
3M" Scotchcal" Luster
overlaminate B90B

Environmentally friendly polyolefin film with no polyvinylchloncle :'
monomeric plasticizers in its construction and made with less sc ,=-:
in manufacturing when compared to traditional solvent-based
adhesive products, Luster finish,

8909
3M-', Scotchcal-' IVlatte

Overlaminaie 8909

Environrnentally friendly polyolefin film with no polyvrnylchloride :-
monomeric plasticrzers in its construction and made with less sc ..-
in manufacturing when compared t0 traditional solvent-based
adhesive products lvlatte f inish.

3645
3M-' Scotchcal'"' Luster
0verlaminate 3645

3619
3M-' Scotchcal'" Luster
0verlaminate 3619

Luster frnish overlaminate for digitally imaged backlit sign faces

3620
3M" Scotchcal-' Matte
overlaminate 3620

lVatte finish overlaminate for digitally lmaged backlit sign faces

&&

tJ680CB

3M'" Scotchlite" Removable
Reflective Graphic Film with
Comply'' Adhesive lJ6B0CR
and RGAR0CR

3M" Scotchlite" Reflective
Graphic Film IJGB0 and RG680

I
192008 :'''

3M-' Scotchlite-' Ref lective
Graphic Film U5l00R and RG5l00R

r 8519. 852: :: : _

3M" Scotchlitd" Reflective
Graphic Film 1J5100

r
3M'"' Scotchlite'" Ref lective
Graphic Film U5000

Goes beyond being lust non-PVC, with a breakthrough iloost n

performance. 0utperforms overlaminates B5l B, 8524, B52B anc !: : -

Slip-resistant overlaminate designed specifically for floor grapr' :: : -
used for table{op graphics as well.

I


